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Constructivist theories recently have begun to inform understandings of grief,
emphasizing the role of meaning making in adaptation to bereavement. In
this article we review empirical studies using qualitative, quantitative, and
mixed methods, investigating how three activities of meaning reconstruction
are involved in the grieving process: sense making, benefit finding, and
identity change. In particular, we consider how critical processes have been
operationally defined and how study methods and designs have constrained
what can be concluded from this burgeoning field of research. We conclude by
positing an integrated model of meaning reconstruction pathways as a heuristic guide to further research and briefly note the implications of this model for
clinical practice.

Victor Frankl’s (1962) seminal work, Man’s Search for Meaning,
asserted that people are driven by a psychological need to find or
create a sense of meaning and purpose in their lives, and that this
drive can facilitate their capacity to face and transcend even the
most horrific of experiences. This theme has struck a deep chord
not only in psychology, but also in philosophy, art, literature, and
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other fields, and has been applied to numerous experiences of
human suffering, including the experience of bereavement. Accordingly, research in the areas of grief and loss has begun to
examine the ways in which bereaved persons search for meaning
in the aftermath of losing loved ones.
Our goal in this article will be to review this literature in
order to advance a model of bereavement as an active process of
meaning reconstruction in the wake of loss (Neimeyer, 2001a;
2005). We will begin with an introduction to the theories that
drive this area of research, each of which posits that reaffirming,
finding, or reconstructing meaning helps the bereaved adapt to
a changed world, an adaptation that is reflected in social, behavioral, psychological, and physiological domains.
We will then turn to the empirical research on meaningmaking processes in response to loss. Here, we will examine both
qualitative and quantitative research and evaluate the strengths
and weaknesses of each. To organize the review, we will consider
how bereavement affects the meaning structures or “assumptive
worlds” of bereaved people in day-to-day functioning, values and
priorities, identity, social and interpersonal relationships, and spiritual,
religious, or philosophical views. We will further summarize empirical findings concerning three distinct mechanisms through
which bereaved individuals have been theorized to engage in
processes of meaning reconstruction in response to their loss.
These mechanisms, derived from a review of cognitive, trauma,
attachment, and constructivist theories, are (a) making sense of
the death, (b) finding benefit in the experience, and (c) undergoing identity change. Based on this review, we will propose a
model of meaning reconstruction pathways in the experience of
bereavement as a heuristic guide to further research and clinical
practice.
Theories of Meaning Reconstruction
As documented in the early 20th century by Freud (1917/1953),
grief may resemble other syndromes such as depression, anxiety,
and posttraumatic stress, but often presents additional unique
symptoms, which have led some researchers (e.g., Prigerson &
Jacobs, 2001; Prigerson & Maciejewski, 2006) to distinguish severe responses to bereavement as a distinct disorder. Although
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recent research offers clear evidence that many of the bereaved
cope in a resilient fashion with their distress, displaying only transitory
disruption in their mood and functioning (Bonanno, 2004), the
distress of loss is substantial for many. Commonly the bereaved
experience missing, longing, and yearning for the deceased; intrusive thoughts, memories, and images of the deceased; intense
emotional episodes of sadness, crying, loneliness, and fear; decreased energy and activity; loss of pleasure; social withdrawal
and isolation; and feelings of meaninglessness and hopelessness
(Burnett, Middleton, Raphael, & Martinek, 1997; Parkes, 1996).
Most of the theories reviewed below contend that the process of
meaning reconstruction is set in motion in reaction to these feelings of distress.
Attachment Theory
Bowlby (1980) placed primary importance on the adaptive attachment behavioral system by which people react to the threat
of separation, whether temporary or permanent, from a security
enhancing attachment figure. Attachment theorists, accordingly,
have documented the progression of young children separated
from their caregivers through the phases of protest (crying, calling out, and clinging), despair, and detachment, a process Bowlby
posited was mirrored by grieving adults. In this respect, Bowlby’s
model has been viewed by some (Klass, Silverman, & Nickman,
1996; Stroebe, Gergen, Gergen, & Stroebe, 1996) as paralleling
the “grief work” model laid out by Freud (1917/1953), which
held that “working through” grief entails an initial attempt to
maintain attachment followed by a gradual withdrawal of emotional energy from the deceased in a process of “decathexis.”
Although some contemporary grief theorists (e.g., Attig, 2001;
Klass, Silverman, and Nickman, 1996) suggest that death requires
a transformation rather than relinquishment of emotional bonds
with the decedent, the reorganization of one’s “working models”
of self and other in the wake of loss can be viewed as one context of meaning reconstruction.
A further critical implication of attachment theory for bereavement research is that styles of attachment developed in childhood relationships—secure, anxious/ambivalent, dismissing, and
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unresolved/disorganized—can affect one’s response to subsequent losses (Shaver & Tancredy, 2001). Thus, early childhood
attachment patterns can affect responses to bereavement by configuring the meaning of the loss, in such a way that it is more
radically threatening for individuals with less secure attachment
histories. For these bereaved persons, the loss of a security-enhancing other can radically undermine their sense of self, life
fulfillment, and even basic maintenance functions, predisposing
them to prolonged and complicated grief (Neimeyer, Prigerson,
& Davies, 2002). Thus, attachment theory can also be relevant to
a meaning reconstruction model by suggesting which bereaved
persons are at greatest risk for negative outcomes as they struggle
to reorganize their lives and move forward following the loss of
the “safe haven” provided by the relationship (Field, Gao, & Paderna,
2005; Neimeyer, 2006; Stroebe & Schut, 2005).
Cognitive, Trauma, and Coping Theories
To understand how meaning is reconstructed, one must understand how a sense of meaning can be lost when a loved one dies.
Janoff-Bulman (1989, 1992) described how traumatic events and
losses can shatter a person’s “assumptive world,” the network of
cognitive schemas that bear on the benevolence and meaningfulness of the world and the worthiness of the self. To the extent
that losses undermine these assumptions, leading us to believe
that the world is malevolent, that life is meaningless, or that we
ourselves are unworthy or undeserving of good things, they cause
us profound distress. Janoff-Bulman (1992) explained, “Overwhelming life experiences split open the interior world of victims and shatter their most fundamental assumptions. Survivors
experience ‘cornered horror,’ for internal and external worlds
are suddenly unfamiliar and threatening. Their basic trust in their
world is ruptured” (p. 63). On the other hand, this theory predicts that many losses will not shatter peoples’ assumptive worlds,
either because the loss is not significant enough to disrupt a
firmly grounded assumptive world or because the assumptions
held by the bereaved person are capable of accommodating the
loss and thereby protecting the bereaved individual from distress.
Many of the symptoms of traumatic loss can be understood
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as an attempt to adapt to a new reality exposed by the loss (JanoffBulman, 1989, 1992). By denying traumatic information and numbing
themselves emotionally, people attempt to buffer themselves from
overwhelming shock; but the reality of the loss often intrudes in
the form of unwanted thoughts and memories, and invokes cognitive processes to explain the change in the assumptive world.
According to Janoff-Bulman (1992), the most important process
in successful cognitive adaptation is finding benefit in the experience: “By engaging in interpretations and evaluations that focus
on benefits and lessons learned, survivors emphasize benevolence
over malevolence, meaningfulness over randomness, and self-worth
over self-abasement. Such interpretations are extremely important components in the successful rebuilding of nonthreatening
assumptions, and contribute significantly to the resolution of the
survivor’s existential dilemma” (pp. 132–133). Other cognitive
theorists, such as Thompson and Janigian (1988), similarly stress
people’s need to reassert a sense of purpose and control in the
face of disrupting events, through changing their life schemes to
accommodate the negative event, seeing it in a positive light, or
as a catalyst for new, positive goals. This cognitive strategy is ultimately hopeful as “otherwise meaningless suffering can be imbued with meaning and purpose, for example, by a personal
decision to face the situation with dignity” (p. 277).
Taylor’s (1983) cognitive adaptation model similarly stresses
the flexibility of cognitions in maintaining personal themes of
mastery, self-enhancement, and the search for meaning. According to this theory, adaptive cognitions may be optimistic illusions
(Taylor & Armor, 1996) that enable the individual to maintain
a positive attitude about herself or himself in the face of disturbing events, to continue to care for and about others, to be
creative and productive in work, and to grow, develop, and selfactualize. Folkman (2001) further stressed the importance of
finding benefit in the negative experience, stating that successful
coping and positive affect are made possible by “positive reappraisal,” a cognitive reframing of the situation to see it in a positive light. In her revised model, she described this reframing as a
function of meaning-based coping (Folkman, 2001), and stressed
that further research ought to examine the content, the specific
meanings attributed to the situation and how these emerge over
time.
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Dual Process Model of Coping with Bereavement
According to the Dual Process Model (Stroebe & Schut, 1999,
2001), a bereaved person faces tasks in two distinct domains.
The first, loss-oriented coping, refers to those activities that deal
with separation from a lost attachment figure, and includes crying, missing, yearning, remembering, and all activities dealing
with the loss itself—challenges often referred to as “grief work.”
Restoration-oriented coping, on the other hand, refers to the activities by which one begins to build a new life and identity in which
the lost person may be present in a spiritual and symbolic, but
not physical way. Adaptation involves oscillating between these
two opposing orientations in a dynamic give-and-take, until a point
of satisfaction can be achieved and maintained in both areas.
Stroebe and Schut (2001) recognized the central drive that motivates these tasks is the search for meaning, both in the lost
relationship and in a newly (re)constructed life.
Constructivist Theory
The theories described above each contribute insights into the
grief experience, offering partial perspectives on a larger, as yetunrealized integrative model of grieving (Bonanno & Kaltman,
1999). We propose that the effort to find, create, or reconstruct
meaning is the core element linking these theories (Neimeyer,
2001a). Drawing on the theories reviewed above, we propose that
people engage in three major activities by which they reconstruct
meaning in response to loss: sense making, benefit finding, and identity change (Neimeyer, 2001b; Neimeyer & Anderson, 2002). Implicit in this view of meaning reconstruction is the proposition
that adaptation to loss frequently involves constructing a new
reality, in which survivors’ assumptive worlds and their view of
themselves are forever changed (O’Connor, 2002–2003).
Sense making. Cognitive and trauma theories, such as those
of Janoff-Bulman (1992), Thompson and Janigian (1988) and
Folkman (2001), propose that the most difficult losses are the
ones that fail to make sense, throwing everything that once had
meaning into doubt and turmoil. To protect ourselves from the
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pain and restore the order, security, and predictability we felt in
our lives, we strive to find reasons for what has happened. We
find ourselves asking what caused the death, why it happened to
our loved one, why the burden of grieving came to us, why such
deaths occur, and what the experience means about the life we
thought we knew. We may or may not find answers to any of
these questions; or we may never ask one or any of these questions (Davis & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2001; Davis, Nolen-Hoeksema,
& Larson, 1998; Davis, Wortman, Lehman, & Silver, 2000). Constructivist theories propose that the process by which bereaved persons question, find, and make sense of their bereavement is
central to the experience of grief (Neimeyer, 2000).
Benefit finding. As described in the cognitive and coping theories,
the ability to find benefits in an experience, whether seen as
“positive reappraisal” (Folkman, 1997; Janoff-Bulman, 1992; Taylor, 1983; Thompson, 1985) or “illusion” (Taylor, 1983), can play
a significant role in adapting to the event. From a constructivist
perspective, finding benefits is a means of building new meaning
structures, incorporating—sometimes even founded on—the raw
materials offered by the loss. However, Neimeyer and Anderson
(2002) caution that benefits are not typically seen soon after the
death but arrive months or years later, and that “the mining of
life lessons from the vein of grief is by no means a certain outcome, and when it occurs, it is likely dependent on a host of
maturational, personal and social resources” (p. 50).
Identity change. Informed by models of coping proposed by
cognitive theories such as Taylor (1983) and the Dual Process
Model of Stroebe and Schut (2001), constructivist theory posits
that by reconstructing meaning in our lives in response to a loss,
we necessarily reconstruct ourselves. Although pain and anguish
are to be expected in the experience, Tedeschi, Park and Calhoun
(1998) have argued that positive changes can also occur, a phenomenon they term “posttraumatic growth,” which is especially
prevalent in those who respond to the loss in adaptive ways. People
who experience such growth report developing a changed sense
of self, saying they became more resilient, independent, and confident; they also take on new roles, develop a greater awareness
of life’s fragility, and are more vulnerable to subsequent losses.
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They change in social relationships, increasing their capacity for
empathy and becoming emotionally closer to others. They also
often experience a spiritual or existential growth (Tedeschi, Park,
& Calhoun, 1998), becoming “sadder but wiser” in the process
(Janoff-Bulman, 1992). Below, we review the empirical literature
examining these meaning reconstruction processes, clustering studies
by those using qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods.
Qualitative Research
Qualitative research employs a broad variety of methods of inquiry that respect the subjective, open-ended, and creative nature
of human experiencing (Carverhill, 2002). This section introduces the narrative approach to gathering data and reviews recent
qualitative studies of the grieving process.
The Narrative Approach
Constructivist theories commonly frame human experience in
terms of our life stories because “we live in stories, not statistics”
(Gilbert, 2002). We continually author our own life stories as we
reflect, interpret and reinterpret what happens in our lives, and
we tell and retell our stories to other people and ourselves. Meaning,
then, is embedded in our life stories, and can be evoked by accessing people’s stories in their own words.
The most basic qualitative designs ask open-ended questions
about specific aspects of the grief experience and meanings found,
and then tabulate and report responses. An advantage of such
studies is that questionnaires containing open-ended prompts can
be administered to large samples (Frantz, Farrell, & Trolley, 2001;
Miles & Brown Crandall, 1983). Thus, these studies have elicited
numerous specific meanings, benefits found, and personal changes
as a result of the loss, but their disadvantage is that they have
provided relatively shallow exploration of the processes by which
these outcomes emerge. Other studies have sought greater depth
through interviews in which participants were able to tell their
own stories. These studies are time-intensive, both in time spent
interviewing and in transcribing and analyzing the data, and they
therefore tend to have much smaller samples, ranging from as
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few as six (Danforth & Glass, 2001) to as many as 60 participants
(Rosenblatt, 2000). For example, Calhoun and Tedeschi (1989–
1990) directed participants to describe personal changes in 13
areas, evoking expressions of positive identity changes that were
consistent with personal growth theories. In the same way, Folkman
(1997) found support for the coping strategies of positive reappraisal and benefit finding in semistructured interviews asking
bereaved men how they had coped with their loss and Normand,
Silverman, and Nickman (1996) found support for continuing
bonds in interviews with children who had lost a parent. Richards
(2001) makes the point that of male partners of AIDS victims, 68
out of 125 participants spoke of spiritual phenomena in their
experiences, without being specifically asked about faith or spiritual matters. Such spontaneously expressed data should carry considerable weight.
Relatively unconstrained description of grief experiences has
been prompted by researchers who used in-depth interviews, following the direction taken by the storyteller while probing for
full, explicit naming and explication of themes and meanings.
Using content analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), the researchers
identify common themes and categories of content that emerge
in the participants’ narratives. A pioneering study using this open
in-depth interview format with bereaved participants (Kessler, 1987)
identified themes that are central in existential approaches to
personal experience: the transience of life, the finality of death,
and the importance of personal responsibility and growth. A more
recent such study in which widows were interviewed in depth
(Danforth & Glass, 2001) identified themes that closely resembled
the activities identified by constructivist theory, including change
in life attitudes, perspectives, ways of knowing, and sense of self.
Two intriguing studies examined the continuing bond with the
lost loved one, the way references to the deceased were woven
through the bereaved person’s stories (Conant, 1996), and how
the role of deceased parents in their bereaved children’s lives
progressed in a general pattern, from the unsettling image of a
ghost to a more reassuring and inspirational presence that guided
the children as they grew up (Normand, Silverman, & Nickman,
1996).
Illustrating the richness of narrative research, Rosenblatt (2000)
presented observations of in-depth interviews, ranging from two
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to four hours in length, with 58 parents from 29 couples who
had lost a child. Qualitative data gleaned from their narratives
were organized into 12 “domains,” which Rosenblatt described
as “frames of reference” that enabled the parents to make sense
of “certain areas of meaning and understanding” (Rosenblatt,
2000, p. 2). The first domain was the story of the death, a story
that the parents constructed and reconstructed—on their own
and together—in the weeks and months following the loss. Following the death story were rituals that held religious, secular,
and personal meanings. Other domains addressed such areas as
their relationship to the changed world, the metaphors they used
for their process of adaptation, and the ways they continued to
relate to their dead child. Echoing findings noted above, parents
also concentrated on searching for positive meanings in the loss
(such as seeing reduced suffering for the child or seeing themselves as having changed for the better). The final domain Rosenblatt observed was that of God and faith.
Grounded Theory
Whereas most of the empirical studies presented in this article
were designed to examine extant theories, grounded theory is a
means of developing theory or a model directly out of empirical
observations and qualitative data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Narratives are first divided into meaning units and coded by their content into categories that are each related to a core or “axial code”
(Strauss & Corbin, 1990); for example, “meaning making” might
be an axial category to which the other categories relate. Through
a process of “constant comparison,” new categories are generated until saturation is reached, when all newly analyzed meaning units fit into existing categories without altering the meaning
of the category or necessitating formation of new categories. The
method grants the researcher license in creating meaning categories and the theory that is induced from them (Rennie, 2000),
and it necessitates careful notation of the coding process (Strauss
& Corbin, 1990). Hogan, Morse and Tason (1996) used a grounded
theory approach to work toward an “experiential theory of bereavement” that identified common situational, emotional, cognitive, and existential challenges in the process of grieving. They
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observed that experiencing grief engaged the grievers in the task
of making sense of their situations, resulting in their report that
“they had grown less judgmental and more caring, tolerant, and
compassionate. It was a process of becoming more caring and
connected to others. [It] made the survivor live more intentionally and deliberately with regard to people they love” (Hogan et
al., 1996, p.58).
In a rare systemic application of this method, Nadeau (1998)
presented a grounded theory of “family meaning making,” a study
of how members of 10 different families interactively construct
meanings together in the wake of a loss. The categories that
emerged in relation to family meanings were causal conditions
of the death; feeling a need to make sense of the death; the
contextual conditions of the death; intervening conditions that
affect meaning making; actions, inactions, and failed actions that
steer the meaning making process; and consequences, the meanings that families come to hold as products of the meaning making process (Nadeau, 1998, p. 55).
Nadeau found that certain general patterns of family life
enhanced the meaning making process, such as the “in-law effect”
by which the entrance of in-laws into the family conversations
opened up topics that were previously avoided (Nadeau, 2001, p.
101). Additional meaning enhancing patterns were family members’ willingness to share meanings, tolerance of differences, frequency of contact, family rituals, and the nature of the death. But
other family patterns inhibited meaning making. These included
the keeping of family secrets, fragile ties and infrequent contact
between family members, cutoffs between members or groups
of the family, differing beliefs, and family rules against sharing.
Nadeau (1998) observed that “true family consensus was shown to
be less likely than agreement among some groups of family members.” (p. 243). This description of varying meanings among family members underscores Nadeau’s point that meaning making
progresses at all levels of family structure, from the individual, to
couples and other dyads, up to the collective family group.
Nadeau (1998) observed that families used a set of strategies
in making meaning, which included storytelling (the most frequent strategy observed, as meanings were found embedded in
family narratives), dreaming, comparison of the death with other
deaths, characterization of the lost family member, “family speak”
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(the way in which family members interweave their stories and
meanings, literally finishing each other’s phrases and sentences,
interrupting, questioning, agreeing, and disagreeing with each
other) and “coincidancing” (the way in which “coincidences” occurring
around the death are attributed meaning). An example of this
“coincidancing” was observed in a family’s explanation for the
light rain that began to fall at the close of their lost one’s funeral
ceremony: “It was kind of like the Lord let us have that little bit
of sunshine and now we can shed a few little tears because it
didn’t rain heavy. It was just a few little sprinkles” (127). Thus,
Nadeau’s study provided a rare glimpse of the interactive processes by which loss is typically given meaning behind the closed
doors of people’s homes.
This collection of qualitative studies reveals a number of
strengths and weaknesses. Strengths of such studies include their
emotional resonance as the participants are allowed to frame their
stories in their own words and the insights they provide into how
meanings evolve. But the limitations of the qualitative studies must
also be recognized. Viewed from the standpoint of generalizability,
samples are often problematic, not only because they are relatively
small, but also because of the self-selection arising from the voluntary nature of participant recruitment. In many of these studies
participants were recruited from support groups, and the mourners who chose to participate may have been drawn to such settings
because their experiences were particularly compelling or their
stories exceptional. In less demanding questionnaire studies, many
participants tend to indicate that meaning making was not a significant part of their experience, whereas the relative rarity of this
outcome in in-depth interview studies suggests that the latter may
“pull” for a level of meaning-making that otherwise might not take
place. Although this “healing” through storytelling is itself an
important process to understand and study (Pennebaker, 1997),
from a purely methodological standpoint the “reactivity” of such
designs in fostering the very process they attempt to study suggests
the relevance of triangulation of results through other research
methods.
Quantitative Research
Qualitative studies of meaning reconstruction leave many questions unanswered, including those concerning the proportions of
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bereaved persons who struggle for meaning, over what period of
time they do so, and with what impact on their psychosocial
functioning. Such questions are more likely to be addressed by
quantitative studies bearing on sense making, benefit finding, and
identity change among the bereaved, the focus of this section.
The disruption of meanings. A recent longitudinal study of hundreds of elderly bereaved spouses (Bonanno, Wortman, & Nesse,
2004) identified five distinct trajectories in their postloss adaptation, identified as “chronic depression,” typified by clinically significant depression before the loss that remains relatively unchanged until at least 18 months after the loss; “chronic grief,”
in which distress is low before the loss, but is significantly higher
at six and 18 months after the loss; “depressed-improved,” in
which distress is clinically significant before the loss but drops to
normal levels and remains normal after the loss; “common grief,”
in which distress rises from normal to a significantly higher level
at six months but returns to normal by 18 months after the loss;
and “resilient,” in which distress levels are low before and throughout
the aftermath of the loss. Significantly, the chronic grief group
was distinguished by a prolonged and agonizing “search for meaning”
in the loss, as well as a more dependent attachment bond in
relation to the deceased. As Neimeyer (2005) argues, such findings are congruent with a constructivist model that views loss as
disrupting the coherence of the individual’s self-narrative, the
life story in which the deceased was a central figure. Presumably,
resilient survivors were able to assimilate the loss into their preloss
meaning structures, preserving a sense of continuity in identity
and purpose. In contrast, those whose self-narratives could not
integrate the reality of loss were prompted to accommodate their
meaning systems to be more adequate to the realities of their
changed lives, and their variable success in doing so could account for much of the variation in their subsequent bereavement
trajectories. This conceptualization also accords with the findings
of Schwartzberg and Janoff-Bulman (1991), who found that the
bereaved college students relative to nonbereaved students were
less likely to believe in a meaningful world, that lower perceived
meaningfulness was associated with higher grief-related distress,
and that greater grief was correlated with a perception of the
world as random and uncontrollable. In structured interviews,
90% of the bereaved students reported that they had asked “Why
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him/her?” about the death, and those who could not come up
with a reason other than fate or chance expressed the highest
levels of grief. These findings suggest that meaning structures
are indeed disrupted by trauma and loss and the disruption is
associated with psychological distress.
The Effects of Meaning Making Processes in Response to Loss
Janoff-Bulman and McPherson (1997) theorized that when the
bereaved strive to find meaning in loss they
experience the pain of shattered assumptions and increased awareness
of their own vulnerability; they know human outcomes can be random
and meaningless. Yet they also experience the pleasure of a newfound
appreciation of life and sense of value and meaning in their daily existence. . . . Against the backdrop of a meaningless world, survivors create
a life of meaning. (Janoff-Bulman & McPherson, 1997, p. 103).

In addition to sense making and benefit finding, this description
implies the constructive process of identity change, as survivors
are changed forever by their newfound wisdom. Here we review
quantitative work examining these processes.
Making sense of the loss. One form of sense, which appears
common in the first weeks and months after a loss (Davis et al.,
1998; Davis et al., 2000; Neimeyer, 2000), is to be able to attribute a cause or reason to the death, such as to understand the
illness or suicidal intent that ended a loved one’s life. Reporting
on their longitudinal study of bereaved parents of SIDS victims,
Downey, Silver and Wortman (1990) discussed the effects of attributions on psychological distress. By the second week after the
loss, 45% of participants rated the importance of knowing the
cause as “just a little” or less, and at every stage of the study
parents who were concerned with making attributions were more
distressed than those who were not. Moreover, parents who attributed responsibility to themselves or someone else were especially distressed, while attributions to God or chance were not
associated with higher distress. Davis et al. (1995) further examined the tendency of bereaved persons to ruminate on the deaths,
make causal attributions, and engage in “counterfactual” thinking, in which they attempt to “undo” the event by focusing on
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ways the death could have been avoided. Over both studies, counterfactual thinking was common, reflecting an attempt to retain a
sense of order and controllability in the world. But when sense
and control were unattainable or elusive, as in the cases of accidental deaths and SIDS, personal attributions of responsibility
failed to be adaptive and only served to cause the bereaved greater
distress (Davis et al., 1995).
Other forms of “sense,” to which the bereaved tend to turn
their attention after the urgency of making attributions dissipates,
(Davis et al., 1998; Davis et al., 2000; Neimeyer, 2000), concern
larger worldviews that maintain order in their lives such as, “Why
did this occur? Why did it happen to me? And where is the sense
in life when things like this happen?” Historically, one source of
answers to these questions has been in religious faith (Pargament
& Park, 1995). Studying the SIDS parents sample, McIntosh,
Silver, and Wortman (1993) found that religious participation
was positively associated with finding meaning and cognitive processing of the loss. Additionally, in a study of bereaved mothers,
Uren and Wastell (2002) found that over 80% struggled with
finding sense or meaning in this experience of their child’s death.
In this one-time survey, 26% of the mothers reported that they
had found significant meaning, but 33% reported they had never
found any meaning whatsoever in the loss. Sense making, operationalized as having found meaning and retaining a sense of
coherence, was associated with decreased grief severity, but being currently engaged in a search for meaning was associated
with increased grief distress.
In a longitudinal study Davis et al. (1998) reported that by
six months into bereavement, nearly 70% of participants reported
having made sense of the loss, almost 20% had not, and the
remaining were ambivalent. Sense making, which usually entails
seeing the loss as predictable, as part of the natural order, or
according to God’s plan, at the 6-month point predicted lower
distress at that point and at 13 months postloss. But from 6 to 13
months after the loss, over 30% changed their response so that
sense making at 13 months no longer predicted distress scores at
that point or thereafter. Hence, it appeared that making sense in
the first months of the grief was important to adjustment, but
doing so after six months or longer did not alleviate distress
(Davis et al., 1998).
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Finally, research by Currier, Holland, Coleman, and Neimeyer
(2006) on over 1,700 bereaved adults demonstrated that the inability to make sense of the loss was the most significant factor
distinguishing survivors of violent loss (through suicide, homicide or accident) from nonviolent loss (through disease), outweighing in importance even complicated grief symptomatology.
Taken together, these studies demonstrate that a struggle to find
significance in the loss is especially acute when deaths are traumatic or “off time” in the life cycle, and that an inability to find
answers to existential questions—at least early in bereavement—
is a risk factor for less favorable grief outcomes.
However, this research leaves many questions unanswered.
One constraint of these studies has to do with their implicit causal
reasoning. That is, the relationship between distress and sense
making may not be unidirectional. It is likely that distress must
increase before sense making is initiated, and that the distress
continues to drive sense making activities—which seems to be
indicated by the consistent finding that those who are presently
trying to make sense are in greatest distress—until some sense is
made and the distress dissipates. However, it might also be that
the reduced distress (possibly caused by some other factor) makes
it easier for people to find sense. Evaluating these competing
hypotheses will require more sophisticated longitudinal designs
than have been used to date. Furthermore, future research should
examine whether certain types of individuals (such as those with
problematic attachment histories) are predisposed to exhibit a
crisis of meaning in response to bereavement. To this point, it is
not clear whether the need to make sense, what Frankl called
“the will to meaning,” is an enduring trait within people throughout
their lives, or a state that arises at certain critical points, a topic
to which we will return below.
Finding benefits in tragedy. In keeping with the trauma and
cognitive theories, Davis and colleagues have found that “deriving benefits from the loss or trauma is a key means of assigning
positive value or significance to the event for one’s own life”
(Davis et al., 1998, p. 562). At each wave of their study (Davis et
al., 1998), 70%–80% of respondents reported some benefit in
the experience, which ranged from personal growth and changed
outlook to better interpersonal relationships and support. Whereas
event characteristics predicted sense making, the only predictors
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of benefit finding were personality factors of the bereaved individual, such as degree of optimism or pessimism (Davis & NolenHoeksema, 2001), a finding that accords with the generally weaker
relationship of benefit finding to cause of death reported by
Currier and his colleagues (2006). Moreover, Davis reported that
benefit finding and sense making were not significantly correlated. Unlike sense making, which only predicted distress at the
6-month point, benefit finding predicted grief at every point after the loss and the relationship actually grew stronger over time.
The authors concluded that making sense is an effective means
of coping only in the early months of the loss, whereas benefit
finding seems to be a better ongoing means of coping that strengthens
adjustment over time.
Despite the general support for the salutary effects of benefit finding, some studies have yielded more equivocal results. A
study by Lehman et al. (1993) examined the relation of changes
in self-perceptions, social relations, and life orientation to longterm adjustment in bereaved adults, whose losses had occurred
four to seven years previously. While it was found that perceiving
negative changes were related to higher distress, finding positive
changes was not related to alleviations of distress. The authors
suggested that the positive appraisals might be “defensive illusions” or that the negative changes, especially when they were
still perceived after such a long period of time, were associated
with maladjustment that effectively blocked resolution of distress,
negating the expected positive effects (Lehman et al., 1987).
The criticisms noted regarding treating distress as an outcome but not a predictor in studies of sense making apply to
these studies as well. Most studies implicitly adopt a medical model,
in which meaning making is investigated as a possible “cure” for
the “illness” of grief. From a constructivist point of view the process of grieving may have much more to teach us than how to
avoid distress. In the model below we will propose a broader
view of the functions of distress and meaning reconstruction during
bereavement. Accordingly, future studies might investigate in greater
depth the kind of benefits that are discovered, motives for finding them, and processes by which they are found.
Identity change. The activities by which bereaved persons engage new goals, and in so doing develop new identities, are theorized by Thompson and Janigian (1988) and Stroebe and Schut
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(2001) to be effective coping strategies in the process of meaning reconstruction. Some studies have investigated identity change
as an independent variable, an active process like sense making
and benefit finding. Identity change is often operationalized as
having a “purpose,” or a “meaning” in life that causes a change
in the bereaved person’s distress. In a study of bereaved adults,
purpose in life was associated with greater life satisfaction, stronger reasons for living, more social support, and lower impact of
loss (Ulmer, Range, & Smith, 1991). These results were replicated in a study of bereaved college students, in which purpose
in life was associated with reduced distress (Edmonds & Hooker,
1992).
A good deal of the literature has treated personal growth as
an outcome variable and an end in itself, often as the outcome
of sense making and benefit finding processes, rather than as an
independent variable and a means to some other end. In addition to Hogan, Greenfield and Schmidt’s (2001) Personal Growth
factor on the Hogan Grief Reactions Checklist, Calhoun, Tedeschi,
Park, and their colleagues have developed two scales for assessing “posttraumatic growth”: the Stress-Related Growth Scale (Park,
Cohen, & Murch, 1996) and the better studied Posttraumatic
Growth Inventory (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996). The Posttraumatic Growth Inventory, or PTGI, assesses change in five domains: (a) relating to others, (b) new possibilities, (c) personal
strength, (d) spiritual change, and (e) appreciation of life. As an
outcome, posttraumatic growth has been predicted by personality factors of optimism, extraversion, and openness to internal
experience (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1996) and environmental factors of social, family, and community support and a stress-free
posttrauma environment (Schaefer & Moos, 1998).
A study by Gamino and his colleagues (2000) compared an
adaptive model of grief, in which personal growth (as measured
by the HGRC) was conceptualized as a positive outcome variable
that indicated adjustment, to a pathogenic model in which grief
distress was conceptualized as a negative outcome variable indicating maladjustment. It was found that personal growth was inversely related to distress, at least partially justifying the authors’
conceptualization of personal growth as at the “other end” of the
spectrum in relation to grief-related distress. Consistent with constructivist themes, predictors of personal growth included finding
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benefit in the loss, having a chance to say goodbye, having spontaneous positive memories, and reporting intrinsic spirituality.
Interestingly, the four factors together only accounted for 36%
of personal growth, leaving open the question of what other processes stimulate personal development in the wake of loss (Gamino,
Sewell, & Easterling, 2000).
But there is a problem with the operational definition of
posttraumatic growth as the polar opposite of grief distress, as
the empirical evidence is inconclusive on the relationship between the two constructs (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2004). Although
some studies suggest that posttraumatic growth is associated with
decreases in distress (e.g., Park et al., 1996), others suggest that
growth and distress rise together (e.g., Calhoun, Cann, Tedeschi,
& McMillan, 2000), and others have found no relationship between the two (e.g., Cordova, Cunningham, Carlson, & Andrykowski,
2001). This has led Tedeschi and Calhoun (2004) to conclude
that posttraumatic growth and distress are conceptually distinct
dimensions. The observation that survivors emerge “sadder, but
considerably wiser” (Janoff-Bulman, 1992, p. 175) might be interpreted to mean that the two are indeed separate, though oftenrelated, constructs. But, as with the processes of sense making
and benefit finding, it does not appear that the relationship has
been sufficiently examined in terms of its temporal sequence. It
is possible that meaning making and personal growth processes
are initiated when a certain level of distress is experienced and
discontinued when the distress is reduced. At what levels the
process begins and ends and whether postloss distress levels ever
return to preloss levels may differ among individuals. As is the
case regarding sense making and benefit finding, what is called
for is longitudinal research that efficiently monitors the process
by which distress and personal growth begin, progress over time,
and end (if they do truly “end”), and compares the experiences
of those who engage in the process to those who never do.
Studies that Combine Qualitative and Quantitative Methods
“Methodological pluralism” can be especially informative in bridging gaps between qualitative and quantitative results and in building theory (Neimeyer & Hogan, 2001). Studies using both types
of methods are relatively rare, however, resulting in only a few
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pioneering explorations to review as a way of suggesting their
value.
Yalom and Lieberman (1991) examined the narratives of
bereaved spouses of cancer victims, rating their levels of “existential awareness,” based on active exploration of questions surrounding
life’s fragility, brevity, preciousness, and meaning; death’s finitude; their loved one’s fate; their personal responsibility, and
their sense of the “unbridgeable isolation inherent in existence”
(Yalom & Lieberman, 1991, p. 336). Quantitative comparisons
indicated that the existentially aware participants experienced no
appreciable amelioration of grief distress, amount of stress, and
perceptions of stigma due to being a widow as assessed by objective measures. However, they exhibited significant subjective indications of personal growth, as seen by taking on new activities
and new roles, engaging in creative expressions like writing and
painting, struggling to find a new identity, identifying themselves
as individuals rather than couples, exploring new relationships,
and taking better physical care of themselves. The authors described the existentially aware as:
those who look into, rather than away from, death . . . they were able or
willing to bear and experience their aloneness . . . they showed less grief
and less guilt and anger toward their spouse. They did have more anxiety and depression, but their dysphoria may be linked not to grief but
to death, their own death, to questions about life meaning, and to the
opportunity and challenge of freedom. . . . Existentially aware individuals had higher self-esteem and were more prone to change their selfimage by taking new elements into the self. (Yalom & Lieberman, 1991,
p. 344)

Maercker, Bonanno, Znoj, and Horowitz (1998) gathered
narratives through semi-structured interviews from bereaved adults
along with quantitative measures of grief, depression, and anxiety.
They coded the narratives according to whether they expressed
positive or negative experiences along eight dimensions: trust/
mistrust, autonomy/shame, initiative/guilt, competence/inferiority, identity/identity problems, intimacy/isolation, generativity/
stagnation, and integrity/despair (Erikson, 1982). The investigators found that participants’ expression of positive themes at six
months predicted lower grief at 14 months, but expression of
negative themes was not additionally predictive of higher grief at
14 months. The authors concluded that being able to generate
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positive themes is central to effective coping with grief, whereas
not being able to generate positive themes is a risk for greater grief
complications (Maercker, Bonanno, Znoj, & Horowitz, 1998).
In a similar study, Bauer and Bonanno (2001) coded 6-minute
narratives by positive and negative valence and also by whether
self-evaluations were “behavioral” or “characterological,” that is
whether bereaved participants told their stories in terms of what
they did or in more identity-bound terms of who they were. Comparing
these ratings to quantitative measures of distress measured at 6,
14, and 25 months after the loss, it was seen that participants
who reported positives and negatives in their self-evaluations in a
ratio of 5:1, rather than those who expressed only positive selfevaluations, showed the best adjustment to grief. Those who saw
themselves in this ratio probably represented optimal personal
growth in that they were realistic about their suffering but utilized positive reappraisal, focusing more on the benefits they perceived
in the challenge their suffering posed. In the “doing versus being” coding scheme, it was found that the tendency to focus on
what one was doing predicted better adjustment than focusing
on being. But those who integrated doing- and being-based selfevaluations within the same narrative units showed the best adjustment over time (Bauer & Bonanno, 2001). This conceptualization
of personal growth as the integration of self in being and behavior is sophisticated and potentially valuable in further investigations.
Williams, Gamino, Sewell, Easterling, and Stirman (1998)
performed a content analysis of the narratives of 74 bereaved
adults, assessed their distress levels with the Grief Experience Inventory
(Sanders, Mauger, & Strong, 1985), and their ratings of the loss’s
importance compared to other life events, using the Life Events
Repertory Grid, or LERG (Sewell, 1997). Higher levels of grief
were associated with explicit content expressing anger and the
absence of a higher power, and with implicit content suggesting
negative emotions, negative evaluations, anger, denial, age consistency (the perception that older adults should die while children and younger adults should not), dependence, and absence
of a higher power. Lower grief levels were associated with explicit content of positive evaluation and low suffering, and implicit content suggesting positive evaluation, acceptance, and positive
emotions. Quantitative ratings of personal experiences reported
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in the Life Events Repertory Grid suggested that those who characterized the loss in extremes and those who evidenced denial
were likely to experience significant distress (Williams, Gamino,
Sewell, Easterling, & Stirman, 1998).
In another study of 85 mourners Gamino, Hogan, and Sewell
(2002) gathered written narratives of bereaved adults. Using content analysis and constant comparison, they gleaned nine meaning categories. The dominant category, which was observed in
81% of the participants’ essays, was called by the authors “feeling
the absence,” a category encompassing negative feelings such as
longing, yearning, depersonalization, loss of companionship, lost
dreams, and finality. Other categories included “hope and recovery,” “pain and suffering,” “experiencing relief,” “changing relationships,” and “focusing on negativity,” “experiencing meaninglessness,” “continuing the connection,” “invoking the afterlife,”
and “going on with life” (Gamino, Hogan, & Sewell, 2002). These
qualitative findings were then compared (Gamino & Sewell, 2003)
with quantitative measures, with results indicating that “hope and
recovery” themes predicted lower grief levels on the GEI, lower
grief misery on the HGRC, higher personal growth on the HGRC,
and perception of benefits in the experience. The “experiencing
relief” category was associated with lower grief distress levels, but
not associated with personal growth. Overall, “feeling the absence”
did not predict distress levels, but focusing on negativity was associated with higher grief levels on both quantitative measures of
distress and less personal growth (Gamino & Sewell, 2003).
An interesting multiple methods study provided support for
the continuing bonds theory (Bonanno, Mihalecz, & LeJeune,
1999). A total of 66 conjugally bereaved adults’ narratives, collected between three and six months after the loss, were coded
for core relational themes. “Interpersonal affirmation themes”
consistent with continuing bonds, emotions of pride and continuing affection for the deceased, predicted reduced somatic
complaints 14 months after the loss, whereas themes of personal
discord predicted increased somatic complaints. The interpersonal affirmation themes in bereaved persons’ narratives were
associated with themes of positive self-identity, such as personal
safety, personal growth, and positive expectations for the future.
In this study, then, continuing bonds and identity change appeared to work hand-in-hand.
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Taken together, these studies have begun to bridge the gaps
identified between the results of qualitative and quantitative studies,
elucidating some of the complexity of the meaning reconstruction process. Some of these studies, such as those of Maercker,
Bonanno, Znoj, and Horowitz (1998), Gamino, Hogan, and Sewell
(2002) and Bonanno, Mihalecz, and LeJeune (1999), by conducting content analyses of narratives and then making quantitative comparisons to outcomes, have found greater support for
the effectiveness of meaning reconstruction activities of sense making,
benefit finding, and personal growth than many of the strictly
quantitative studies reviewed above. One unresolved issue raised
in the review of quantitative literature is the relationship between
distress and meaning reconstruction, which, it appears, is not a
unidirectional cause and effect relationship. Studies such Yalom
and Lieberman (1991) show us how those who suffer and examine the meanings in their distress grow in character, and how the
benefits of the growth are not always—or not only—the reduction of distress. Often the meanings realized by the bereaved are
that life is more painful and challenging and that goals will be
more difficult to achieve than they had previously believed; so
personal growth often does not mean becoming less distressed,
but learning how to become someone who can carry the weight
of her or his distress. In fact, Gamino and Sewell (2003) found
that without distress, personal growth did not occur. Further evidence concerning the nature of personal growth (Bauer & Bonanno,
2001) suggests that the persons who most fully adapt are able to
integrate images of what they do and who they are, and they are
able to recognize the positive and negative themes in their life
stories, facing the distress of grief with a positive outlook. The
model proposed below is sensitive to the possibility of a reciprocal relationship between distress and meaning reconstruction that
emerges from such interpretations.
A Model of Meaning Reconstruction
in Response to Bereavement
The model proposed in Figure 1 is the product of a constructivist
integration of the works reviewed in this article. In this model, it
is assumed that every person holds a core of meaning structures
akin to Kelly’s (1955) “personal constructs,” Janoff-Bulman’s (1992)
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or Parkes’s (1996) “assumptive worlds” or Thompson and Janigian’s
(1998) “life schemes,” that inform her or his understanding of
the world in six domains: (1) daily activities and priorities (Folkman,
1997; Stroebe & Schut, 2001); (2) their perceptions of themselves and their personal identities (Emmons et al., 1998; Lopata,
1973; Tedeschi et al., 1998); (3) their interpersonal relationships
(Bowlby, 1980; Nadeau, 1998); (4) their outlook on the future
(Taylor & Armor, 1996; Thompson, 1985); (5) their view of the
world, in terms of spiritual or philosophic beliefs (Janoff-Bulman
& McPherson, 1997; McIntosh et al., 1993; Pargament & Park,
1995; Richards, 2001); and (6) their meaningful actions in their
social communities (Armour, 2003).
The model posits that the death of a loved one is an occurrence that may be consistent or inconsistent with one’s preloss
meaning structures (Neimeyer, 2005). Losses that make sense or
are explainable to the bereaved may be distressing, but in comparison to losses that are inconsistent with preloss meaning structures they are less disruptive because they do not challenge the
bereaved to reexamine their preloss meaning structures. In fact
the consistency of an event—even a distressing event—with one’s
existing meanings will reinforce these structures because they
help to explain the difficult event and usually bring some degree
of comfort. On the other hand, losses that are inconsistent with
preloss meanings provoke a dissonance, forcing the bereaved to
recognize that those meanings can no longer be “true,” meaningful, or helpful (Braun & Berg, 1994). It is in these cases that
the model proposes that bereaved persons engage in a search for
meaning.
The key meaning making processes proposed in the model
are sense making, benefit finding, and identity change. By these
processes the bereaved engage in meaning reconstruction, through
which preloss meaning structures may be reviewed, reevaluated,
renewed, and/or rebuilt. According to the model, the reconstruction process produces new postloss meaning structures through
which the bereaved come to view the world in a new way. To the
extent that these new structures are helpful to the bereaved in
making sense of their experience, they may alleviate distress and
become integrated into the individual’s worldview; but if these
structures are not helpful in finding meaning and leave the bereaved in distress, they are subject to further reconstruction.
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The two points in the model that depict diverging pathways
marked by the word “OR” are so depicted for conceptual simplicity. In real grief situations these junctures usually pose “and” scenarios, by which meaning structures are helpful and upheld to
some degree and are unhelpful to some degree and not upheld,
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FIGURE 1 Model of meaning reconstruction pathways in response to loss of a
loved one.
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thereby (re)initiating meaning reconstruction in some domain(s).
This may help explain why persons who find some meaning in a
loss often continue their search ( Davis et al., 2000; Downey et al.,
1990; Schwartzberg & Janoff-Bulman, 1991), and why they may
find new meanings but also continue to feel distress (Davis et al.,
2000; Emmons et al., 1998; Lehman et al., 1993; Lehman et al.,
1987; Neimeyer, 2000). It also points out that distress plays a
double role in this process. In this model, changes in distress are
not perceived as an outcome per se, but rather are important
because of their function in the process of meaning reconstruction. Distress is viewed as a trigger that can initiate the search for
meaning or signal the provisional completion of successful reconstruction. The focus of this constructivist model, then, is on
meaning structures and the process by which they operate and
transform our experiences. From this perspective, distress is not
necessarily the enemy to be evaded or even the symptom to be
alleviated. Rather, it is to be faced openly and honestly in the spirit
of Frankl’s (1962) fundamentally existential stance, which he called
“tragic optimism.”
Implications for Future Research
The model’s value is dependent upon its ability to be tested and
to predict bereavement-related phenomena. Our review has exposed gaps in our understanding of the meaning making activities of sense making, benefit finding, and identity change. In
order to bridge those gaps, a number of issues must be addressed
in future investigations.
The first issue to be considered is measurement or instrumentation. This review has pointed to a number of limitations
in the measurement of key variables in various studies. Most
notable is the wide disparity between the rich qualitative data
that describe content, contexts, motivations, and process in meaning
reconstruction activities compared to the relative sparseness
of quantitative methods assessing these activities with a few selfreport responses to questions such as “Have you made sense or
found meaning in this experience?” and “Have you found yourself asking ‘Why me?’” Although these short, dichotomous or
multiple-choice questions are relevant, to a constructivist eye they
take only a snapshot of the process of meaning reconstruction,
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whereas the qualitative data present a full-length cinematic feature of the experience. Colorful metaphors aside, we believe that
meaning reconstruction processes have not been adequately defined in operational terms that can be used for drawing conclusions about their functions.
One suggestion for sharpening research in this area is to
develop an instrument that assesses sense making, benefit finding, and identity change activities. Such an instrument, based on
what is currently known about meaning structures and processes
of construction, would be sensitive to what meanings are constructed, and also to how they are constructed, in what contexts, for
what purposes, and how they evolve over time. Collection of data using such an instrument—after its psychometric properties have
been established—might not only confirm the importance of meaning making, but also identify different types of meaning-makers.
That is, different subgroups (defined by age, gender, type of loss
or culture) may display distinct meaning-making patterns, identifiable by the processes they engage in reconstructing meanings,
or the content of their meaning structures, or both.
A second methodological issue to be considered in future
research is how to track the process of meaning reconstruction
over time. Although a number of longitudinal studies have been
conducted with up to four follow-ups ranging from one month
to seven years after the loss, few have monitored the process in
depth and with frequent follow-ups from the time of the death
for several years. Of special interest is the temporal relationship
between the distress of grief and meaning reconstruction activities. The model suggests a reciprocal relationship between these
two phenomena, in which increased distress after loss acts as a
trigger engaging meaning reconstruction activities, and when these
activities have served the purpose of alleviating the distress, they
lose salience to the individual who is then able to move on to
other activities and goals in her or his life. Close parallel tracking
of meaning reconstruction activities and grief-related distress with
sensitive measures could test this sequence, helping to explain
the interaction of these two variables. If the observed relationship between these variables does not follow this sequence, this
theoretical model would require reconsideration.
The third issue to be considered is predictability. With the
use of an appropriate instrument, investigators could see whether
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certain patterns of content, process or temporal trajectory are
typically predictive of certain outcomes in terms of grief distress.
Conversely, certain levels of distress after certain periods of time
since the loss may predict the state or utility of one’s meaning
structures. It is to be remembered that this model suggests a
reciprocal rather than unidirectional relationship. In this constructivist view, then, the content and development of meaning structures, rather than merely the rise or fall of distress levels, are of
fundamental interest.
Finally, it should be noted that the vast majority of studies
have examined bereavement at an individual level. Both theoretically and empirically, this literature has focused on the bereaved individual and grief has been explored as a cognitive and
emotional intrapersonal phenomenon. But notable exceptions,
such as Nadeau and Rosenblatt, point to the reconstructive processes that play out in response to bereavement at interpersonal,
social, and community levels. Meaning reconstruction happens
not just within us, but also between us and all around us. Our
lives, our identities, and our meaning structures are social constructions, a web of connections created through our ongoing
discourse with the social world in which we live (Neimeyer, 1998).
Meaning reconstruction is not something we simply think and
feel, we live it and we make our constructions real through action in our world (Armour, 2003). Conversely, our social world
shapes our meaning structures and teaches us our roles as social
beings. What we believe about what happens to our lost one
after death, our new positions in the world in their absence, and
even how to go about grieving, are informed by our social and
cultural environments. The role that such contexts play in reconstructing meanings after bereavement has been examined in a
handful of qualitative studies, but such social factors in grieving
call for much more analysis (Neimeyer et al., 2002; Walter, 1999).
Clinical Implications
From a clinical point of view the relationship between meanings
and grief-related distress is of critical interest. The meaning reconstruction model presents a conceptual “road map” of movement through the grieving process, potentially helping the be-
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reaved gain insight into their distress and their meaning structures as they travel. The ability to locate the individual on the
map and determine her or his direction also could have clinical
utility for purposes of predicting complications in the grieving
process, diagnosis, treatment planning, and progress monitoring. This is not to imply a “one size fits all” prescription for grief
treatment. Quite the contrary. With its diverging and cyclical pathways, the constructivist model provides for the unique course
that every griever ultimately follows; in terms of structure, the
model provides a scaffold that facilitates the construction of meanings whose ultimate forms are unique to their makers.
What the model could do for clinicians and their grieving
clients is to make the process and content of meaning structures
explicit. In so doing, alternate meaning structures and alternate
means of reconstructing them may arise through the client’s own
insight or at the gentle prompting of the clinician. A word of
caution is necessary. Sometimes the informed clinician should
know when not to intervene. For example, if an individual does
not seem to be engaging issues of meaning but neither is she or
he suffering distress, there is no clinical utility in disturbing present
meaning structures and doing so might prove more harmful than
helpful. But, in many instances, a clinician who is mindful of the
model may intervene by facilitating new meaning reconstruction
activities at critical points when different interventions might be
most beneficial. For example, evidence provided by Davis and
colleagues (Davis & Nolen-Hoeksema, 2001; Davis et al., 1998)
suggests that in the first weeks and months grievers attempt to
attribute responsibility or reason for the death, but as the months
pass they tend to turn to benefit finding activities. Thus, a clinician could effectively intervene by facilitating that transition in
activities, listening for and exploring a client’s newly voiced sense
of purpose or possibility (Neimeyer, 2000). The clinician might
also guide the client to reflect on how the experience has changed
her or him as a person. Or, if it appears that the bereaved person shared a special bond with the deceased, the clinician might
encourage her or him to continue her or his dialogue with the
deceased, in the form of letters or inner speech or prayer or
meditation. Several narrative exercises (Neimeyer, 1999) have been
developed that tap into the various meaning reconstruction activities outlined in the model, which can be used as self-help
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strategies by the bereaved or in the context of professional grief
therapy. The potential value of such methods is suggested by a
recent randomized controlled trial by Shear and her colleagues
(2005) that demonstrates the efficacy of evocative retelling of the
story of the death and promoting a sense of connection with the
deceased (as through the use of imaginal conversations), in combination with reformulating life goals. From the standpoint of
the present model, this intervention for complicated grief seems
well designed to promote new narrative meaning making regarding the death, reconstruction of the mourner’s sense of self, and
reworking of the continuing bond with the deceased, and deserves wider application.
In closing, the clinician’s role in working with a bereaved
client is to facilitate a constructive process in which meanings
can be found or developed that help the client reshape her or
his shattered world, restore a sense of order, promote new insight and personal growth, guide meaningful actions in response
to the loss, and bring some degree of relief from the common
and undeniable pain of grief. We hope that the present model
provides some useful guidance in further studying and facilitating this process.
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